Kiwibots and the New Zealand Curriculum VEXCode VR
This document shows the alignment of VEXCode VR units to the NZ curriculum

Computer Science + Robotics
Educational robotics serves Computer Science education in many ways. First, robots are fun. No matter the
subject, teachers are always looking for ways to engage and motivate their students. Also, the everyday
relevance of robots in the lives of students provides a natural and authentic hook for student learning. The
process of developing coding solutions with a robot provides a relevant context for engaging students in
Computer Science. The VEX Computer Science curriculum continuum will provide students with a fun and
engaging way to learn authentic applications to Computer Science concepts. VEXcode VR allows you to
code a virtual robot using a block-based coding environment.

Mapping of VEXCode VR STEM Labs to NZ Digital Technologies
VEX VR COMPUTER SCIENCE LEVEL 1 LESSONS
⬤ Strongly Supports,

NZ SCHOOL
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⬤
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⬤

Computer Science Level 1 - Blocks
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Unit 1 - Introduction and Fundamentals
Unit 2 - Moving Your Robot
Unit 3 - Repeating Behaviours
Unit 4 - Navigating a Maze
Unit 5 - Detecting Walls from a Distance
Unit 6 - Knowing Your Location
Unit 7 - Decisions with Colours
Unit 8 - Moving Disks with Loops
Unit 9 - Developing Algorithms
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Explanations of the alignment mapping
The table above indicates the mapping of 9 VEX VR units to the New Zealand Technologies curriculum,
including the Digital Technologies area.

Alignments
⬤

Full support

This unit strongly supports learning at this curriculum level.

◐ Partial support
◯

Not supported

This unit supports some learning at this curriculum level.
This unit does not support the learning at this curriculum level.

Computational Thinking mapping
By Computational Thinking this mapping refers to the algorithm and programming (coding) sections of each
progress outcome. There is no Computer Science, Data Representation or Human and Computer Interaction
covered by VEX V5. Similarly, the Designing and Developing Digital Outcomes in this mapping will refer to
the Digital content and Digital systems and application aspects of each Progress Outcome.

Ministry of Education Resources and NZ alignments
Link to the NZ Digital Technologies curriculum
Group

School
Year

Age

NZ Curriculum
Levels*

Designing & Developing
Computational
Digital Outcomes
Thinking Exemplars
Exemplars

Middle Primary

3&4

7-8

Curriculum level 2

Progress Outcome 1

Progress Outcome 1

Senior Primary

5&6

8-11

Curriculum level 3

Progress Outcome 2

Progress Outcome 3

Middle School

7&8

11-13

Curriculum level 3-4

Progress Outcome 2

Progress Outcome 3

Junior High

9 & 10

13-15

Curriculum level 4-5

Progress Outcome 3

Progress Outcome 4 - 5

Senior High

11-13

15-16

Curriculum level 6-8

Progress Outcome 4 - 6

Progress Outcome 6 - 8

*Please note that these alignments of curriculum level to school year are approximate. Your students may not be at these
curriculum levels, this is only a guide.
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VEX Resources
Begin the journey into learning Computer Science with the VEXcode VR Computer Science Fundamentals
course! Use this document to help integrate the course into your primary or secondary computing
curriculum. The course is split into 9 units designed to be used in sequence. These units can be integrated
into your classroom curriculum, used by students for independent learning or by these students who are
isolating or working remotely.

Diﬀiculty levels
VEXcode VR lets you code a virtual robot using a block based coding environment powered by Scratch
Blocks or a text based coding powered by Python. VEXcode VR is based on VEXcode, the same coding
environment used for VEX 123, GO, IQ and V5 robots. The text based coding in Python can be used as a
read-only tool or used for direct programming.
The units below are an easy fit for Primary through to Year 9 and 10. It does not directly map to Senior High
school content, but is fundamental.
Each activity has 3 levels of diﬀiculty; Primary school students should use block-based code and level 1.
Middle school could begin the move to Python, or stay in blockly and use the level 2 activity.
At high school, most students will move to Python. They should self-select their level based on experience,
or try to graduate through all three levels of each activity as a challenge.

VEX CODE VR Activities and resources
Get teacher notes, free activities and more at https://education.vex.com/vr/.
Find the Computer Science Block 1 and other labs at https://education.vex.com/stemlabs/cs.
Get Started
● VEXcode VR - Get Started with VEXcode VR
● Launch - Get Started with VEXcode VR
● Supported Browsers - Get Started with VEXcode VR

Links to the "Computer Science Fundamentals" Rubrics
The rubrics listed below are Google Docs, so you can make a copy and edit them to meet your class’ needs.
● Computer Science Fundamentals Units 1-2 Rubric
● Computer Science Fundamentals Units 3-6 Rubric
● Computer Science Fundamentals Units 7-10 Rubric
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Unit 1 - Introduction and Fundamentals
Introduction To Vexcode Vr Platform And Playgrounds

Key Programming Concepts: Forward/ Reverse Movement, Turning

Unit Summary
Help students to familiarise themselves with the basics of using
VEXcode VR so that they are ready to work through the rest of the
course. It assumes no prior experience with either VEXcode VR or
coding.

New Zealand Digital Technologies Alignment
VR Activities
Distance Drive
Explore the movement
controls of the VR Robot.
Basketball Drills
Program the VR Robot to
move forward and reverse
to various distances.
Key Learning Outcomes
● How to launch VEXcode
VR
● Opening and saving
projects
● Learning about the block
shapes and their meaning
● Tips and tricks such as
undo, redo, duplicate etc.

Designing and Developing Digital Outcomes
● 3DO PO1 Participate in teacher-led activities to develop,
manipulate, store, retrieve, and share digital content e.g. taking
photos and changing them, drawing on a graphics app and sharing
the picture. Use some applications.
● 3DO PO2 Make their own decisions about creating, manipulating,
storing, retrieving, sharing and testing digital content, given
particular parameters, tools, techniques (student-led activity in
response to a given context/ problem).
● 3DO PO3-6 No direct links
Computational Thinking
● PO1 Identify and correct errors in non-computerised task
instructions as they follow them.
● PO2 Break down tasks. Give and follow simple algorithms in
computerised and non-computerised contexts. Create simple
programs with output, using sequence. Identify and correct errors.
● PO3 Break down problems to create algorithms specifically for
programming. Predict the behaviour of programs. Recognise there
can be more than one algorithm for the same problem. Develop
and debug programs that use inputs, outputs, sequence
(step-by-step) and iteration (repeats/loops)
● PO4-8 No direct links

CHECK OUT UNIT 1
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Unit 2 - Moving Your Robot
Controlling Basic Movement To Accomplish A Goal

Key Programming Concepts: Forward/ Reverse Movement, Turning, Eye Sensor, Distance Sensor

Unit Summary
Using the Castle Crasher Playground, students will learn how to create
sequences of instructions to move the VR Robot around.

New Zealand Digital Technologies Alignment
Designing and Developing Digital Outcomes
●

VR Activity
Storm the Castle
Use the VR Robot to knock
the Castle and the
surrounding buildings oﬀ of
the Playground!

●

●

Key Learning Outcomes
● Understand what a
programming language is
● Using Drivetrain blocks
and changing parameters
to modify the behaviour
● Understand compass
headings and how these
can be used for accurate
navigation
● Be able to debug code

●

PO1 Participate in teacher-led activities to develop, manipulate, store,
retrieve, and share digital content e.g. taking photos and changing them,
drawing on a graphics app and sharing the picture. Use some
applications. Identify inputs and outputs of a system
PO2 Make their own decisions about creating, manipulating, storing,
retrieving, sharing and testing digital content, given particular
parameters, tools, techniques (student-led activity in response to a given
context/ problem). Identify the role of components in systems.
PO3 Follow a defined process to design, develop, store, test and evaluate
digital content. Identify the key features of selected so ware and choose
the most appropriate so ware and file types. Develop and combine
digital content. Identify the key features of selected so ware. Choose the
most appropriate so ware and file types to develop and combine digital
content. Understand the role of operating systems in managing digital
devices, security, and application so ware. Apply file management
conventions using a range of storage devices.
PO4-6 No direct links

Computational Thinking
●
●

●

●

PO1 Identify and correct errors in non-computerised task instructions as
they follow them.
PO2 Break down tasks. Give and follow simple algorithms in
computerised and non-computerised contexts. Create simple programs
with output, using sequence. Identify and correct errors.
PO3 Break down problems to create algorithms specifically for
programming. Predict the behaviour of programs. Recognise there can
be more than one algorithm for the same problem. (Partial)Develop and
debug programs that use inputs, outputs, sequence (step-by-step) and
iteration (repeats/loops)
PO4-8 No direct links

CHECK OUT UNIT 2
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Unit 3 - Repeating Behaviours
Use The Pen Tool And Loops To Repeat Behaviours And Draw

Key Programming Concepts: Forward/ Reverse Movement, Turning, Loops, Variables, Drawing with the Pen

Unit Summary
Using the pen tool on the robot, students will learn how to draw shapes
and how to repeat instructions multiple times such as drawing the
sides of a square or triangle.

New Zealand Digital Technologies Alignment
Designing and Developing Digital Outcomes
VR Activities
Draw a House
Showcase your artistic skills
by programming the VR
Robot to draw a house.
Grid Map Spiral
Draw a spiral that hits every
square on the Grid Map
using the Pen.

● PO1 Participate in teacher-led activities to develop, manipulate,
store, retrieve, and share digital content e.g. taking photos and
changing them, drawing on a graphics app and sharing the picture.
Use some applications.
● PO2 Make their own decisions about creating, manipulating,
storing, retrieving, sharing and testing digital content, given
particular parameters, tools, techniques (student-led activity in
response to a given context/ problem).
● PO3-6 No direct links

Computational Thinking
● PO1 Identify and correct errors in non-computerised task
Key Learning Outcomes
instructions as they follow them.
● Be able to use the VEXcode
● PO2 Break down tasks. Give and follow simple algorithms in
VR Pen tool to draw lines of
computerised and non-computerised contexts. Create simple
diﬀerent colours
programs with output, using sequence. Identify and correct errors.
● Use a sequence of
● PO3 Break down problems to create algorithms specifically for
instructions to make the
programming. Predict the behaviour of programs. Recognise there
robot move in a square
can be more than one algorithm for the same problem. Develop
● Identify repetition in the
and debug programs that use inputs, outputs, sequence
code and implement a
(step-by-step) and iteration (repeats/loops)
repeat loop
● PO4-8 No direct links
● Understand program flow
when loops are used

CHECK OUT UNIT 3
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Unit 4 - Navigating a Maze
Using Sensor Input To Navigate The Vr Robot In Its Surroundings
Key Programming Concepts: Forward/ Reverse Movement, Turning, Drawing with the Pen
Unit Summary
The VR Robot has sensors which can be used to detect parts of the
robot’s environment. This unit looks at sequence, simple sensors and
Boolean logic.

New Zealand Digital Technologies Alignment
VR Activity
Letter Maze
Program the VR Robot to
move through the Wall Maze
stopping on each of the
lettered locations.
Key Learning Outcomes
● Understand why sensors are
important in robotic systems
● Understand that Boolean
blocks return either TRUE or
FALSE
● Identify “waiting” and
“non-waiting” commands
and their eﬀect on the flow
of the program
● Be able to use the Wait Until
block and understand its
eﬀect on the flow of the
program

Designing and Developing Digital Outcomes
● PO1 This progress outcome is met
● PO2 Make their own decisions about creating, manipulating,
storing, retrieving, sharing and testing digital content, given
particular parameters, tools, techniques (student-led activity in
response to a given context/ problem).
● PO3-6 No direct links
Computational Thinking
● PO1 This progress outcome is met
● PO2 Break down tasks. Give and follow simple algorithms in
computerised and non-computerised contexts. Create simple
programs with output, using sequence. Identify and correct errors.
● PO3 Develop and debug programs that use inputs, outputs,
sequence (step-by-step) and iteration (repeats/loops)
● PO4 Break down problems that involve sequence (step-by-step),
selection (conditional/if statements), and iteration (repeats/loops).
Develop programs with inputs, outputs, sequence, selection using
comparative operators and iteration. Identify and explain how
things went wrong when debugging algorithms and programs, and
articulate how they fixed them.
● PO5-8 No direct links

CHECK OUT UNIT 4
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Unit 5 - Detecting Walls from a Distance
Using The Distance Sensor To Navigate Without Touching Walls

Key Programming Concepts: Forward/ Reverse Movement, Turning, Boolean, Operators

Unit Summary
The VR Robot is equipped with a Distance Sensor which allows it to
report it’s distance from an object and can be used to detect objects
before the robot collides with them.

New Zealand Digital Technologies Alignment
VR Activity
Number Maze
Program the VR Robot to
move through the Wall Maze
stopping on each of the
numbered locations.
Key Learning Outcomes
● Understand the diﬀerence
between Boolean and
numerical values and that the
distance sensor can return both
● Learn how an ultrasonic
distance sensor works
● Examine the Greater Than and
Less Than operators and
understand that they compare
numerical values but report a
Boolean value
● Spot errors in a program,
debug them and amend the
code to improve the outcome
● Use the Monitor console to see
data from the sensors and use
this to fine-tune the program

Designing and Developing Digital Outcomes
● PO1 This progress outcome is met
● PO2 Make their own decisions about creating, manipulating,
storing, retrieving, sharing and testing digital content, given
particular parameters, tools, techniques (student-led activity in
response to a given context/ problem).
● PO3-6 No direct links
Computational Thinking
● PO1 This progress outcome is met
● PO2 Break down tasks. Give and follow simple algorithms in
computerised and non-computerised contexts. Create simple
programs with output, using sequence. Identify and correct errors.
● PO3 Develop and debug programs that use inputs, outputs,
sequence (step-by-step) and iteration (repeats/loops)
● PO4 Break down problems that involve sequence (step-by-step),
selection (conditional/if statements), and iteration (repeats/loops).
Develop programs with inputs, outputs, sequence, selection using
comparative operators and iteration. Identify and explain how
things went wrong when debugging algorithms and programs, and
articulate how they fixed them.
● PO5-8 No direct links

CHECK OUT UNIT 5
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Unit 6 - Knowing Your Location
Use The Location Sensor To Move Around The Number Grid

Key Programming Concepts: Forward/ Reverse Movement, Turning, Location Sensor, 2D Lists

Unit Summary
The Location Sensor returns an X, Y coordinate value for the location of
the robot within the Playground. Students will learn how to program
their robot to navigate to a specific location.

New Zealand Digital Technologies Alignment
VR Activities
Find Your Age

Navigate the Number Grid Map
to find your age

Coordinate Numbers

Navigate the VR Robot to a
specific position using
coordinates.

Key Learning Outcomes
● Understand X, Y coordinates
and how they relate to location
on the Playground
● Understand when to use the
Greater Than or Less Than
operators to when examining
data from the sensors
● Learn how the Wait block
pauses the flow of the code for
a specific period of time
● Create algorithms to move the
VR Robot to specific location on
the Playground
● Use comments in the code to
explain what each section of
the code is for

Designing and Developing Digital Outcomes
● PO1 This progress outcome is met
● PO2 Make their own decisions about creating, manipulating,
storing, retrieving, sharing and testing digital content, given
particular parameters, tools, techniques (student-led activity in
response to a given context/ problem). Identify the role of
components in systems.
● PO3 (Partial) Identify the key features of selected so ware.
Choose the most appropriate so ware and file types to develop
and combine digital content.
● PO4-6 No direct links
Computational Thinking
● PO1 This progress outcome is met
● PO2 This progress outcome is met
● PO3 This progress outcome is met
● PO3 This progress outcome is met
● PO4 This progress outcome is met
● PO5 Independently decompose problems into algorithms, to
create programs with inputs, outputs, sequence, selection using
comparative and logical operators and variables of diﬀerent data
types, and iteration.
● PO6 Design, develop, document and test basic computer
programs.
● PO7-8 No direct links

CHECK OUT UNIT 6
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Unit 7 - Decisions with Colours
Introduction To Conditional Statements And Using The Eye Sensor To Detect Colours
Key Programming Concepts: Eye Sensor, Conditionals, Operators, Loops

Unit Summary
The Eye Sensor can perform multiple functions including detecting the
proximity or colour of an object. In this unit, students will learn how to
use the If Then block to determine what action to take depending on
the input received from the Eye Sensor.
Designing and Developing Digital Outcomes
VR Activity
Disk Colour Maze
Program the VR Robot to
move through the Disk Maze
using the Front Eye Sensor
to detect the disk colours.
Key Learning Outcomes
● Understand that the Eye
Sensor blocks report Boolean
values of TRUE or FALSE
● Determine the route required
to solve a maze
● Identify repetition in the
program and use the Repeat
loop to make more eﬀicient
code
● Understand selection using
the If Then block and that it
requires a Boolean input
● Understand the function of
the Forever Loop and how it
can be used to continually
repeat instructions

● PO1 This progress outcome is met
● PO2 Make their own decisions about creating, manipulating,
storing, retrieving, sharing and testing digital content, given
particular parameters, tools, techniques (student-led activity in
response to a given context/ problem). Identify the role of
components in systems.
● PO3 (Partial) Identify the key features of selected so ware.
Choose the most appropriate so ware and file types to develop
and combine digital content.
● PO4-6 No direct links
Computational Thinking
● PO1 This progress outcome is met
● PO2 This progress outcome is met
● PO3 This progress outcome is met
● PO3 This progress outcome is met
● PO4 This progress outcome is met
● PO5 Independently decompose problems into algorithms, to
create programs with inputs, outputs, sequence, selection using
comparative and logical operators and variables of diﬀerent data
types, and iteration.
● PO6 Design, develop, document and test basic computer
programs.
● PO7-8 No direct links

CHECK OUT UNIT 7
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Unit 8 - Moving Disks with Loops
Using Sensor Feedback And Nested Loops To Use The Electromagnet To Move Coloured Disks
Key Programming Concepts: Eye Sensor, Loops, Electromagnets

Unit Summary
The VR Robot is equipped with an Electromagnet that can pick up and
drop disks in the Playground. Using the skills learned in previous units,
students will write their own code to solve the Disk Mover challenge.
New Zealand Digital Technologies Alignment

VR Activities
Disk Mover
Use the electromagnet to
pick up and place coloured
disks into diﬀerent coloured
goals to complete
challenges.
Castle Colour Match
Program the VR Robot to
pick up and place disks
around the Castle!

Designing and Developing Digital Outcomes
● PO1 This progress outcome is met
●

●

●

Computational Thinking
● PO1 This progress outcome is met
●

●

Key Learning Outcomes
● Learn how to use the
electromagnet on the VR
Robot
● Use loops and nested loops
● Estimate the distances
required to travel by using
the 200mm grid lines on the
Playground

PO2 Make their own decisions about creating, manipulating, storing,
retrieving, sharing and testing digital content, given particular
parameters, tools, techniques (student-led activity in response to a given
context/ problem). Identify the role of components in systems.
PO3 (Partial) Identify the key features of selected so ware and choose
the most appropriate so ware and file types. Develop and combine
digital content.
PO4-6 No direct links

●

PO2 Break down tasks. Give and follow simple algorithms in
computerised and non-computerised contexts. Create simple programs
with output, using sequence. Identify and correct errors.
PO3 Break down problems to create algorithms specifically for
programming. Predict the behaviour of programs. Recognise there can
be more than one algorithm for the same problem. (Partial)Develop and
debug programs that use inputs, outputs, sequence (step-by-step) and
iteration (repeats/loops)
PO4-8 No direct links

CHECK OUT UNIT 8
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Unit 9: Developing Algorithms
Using Sensor Feedback And Nested Loops To Use The Electromagnet To Move Coloured Disks
Key Programming Concepts: Eye Sensor, Distance Sensor, Timer Value, Conditionals, Loops

Unit Summary
The Dynamic Castle Crasher Playground creates a diﬀerent layout each
time the project is run. Students will need to create an algorithm using
loops, selection and sensors that can complete the task regardless of
where the pieces of the castle are located.
New Zealand Digital Technologies Alignment
VR Activities
Crash the Castle
Create an algorithm to knock
over diﬀerent Castle layouts
using the VR Robot in this
constantly changing
challenge.

Sweep the Castle
Create an algorithm to clear
every Castle building oﬀ of the
Playground using the VR Robot
in this constantly changing
challenge.

Key Learning Outcomes
● Understand what an
algorithm is
● Understand If/Else selection
logic
● Use multiple sensors to
complete a task
● Create more complex
programs using sensors,
loops and selection

Designing and Developing Digital Outcomes
● PO1 This progress outcome is met
● PO2 Make their own decisions about creating, manipulating,
storing, retrieving, sharing and testing digital content, given
particular parameters, tools, techniques (student-led activity in
response to a given context/ problem). Identify the role of
components in systems
●

PO3-8 No direct links

Computational Thinking
PO1 This progress outcome is met
PO2 This progress outcome is met
PO3 This progress outcome is met
PO4 This progress outcome is met
PO5 Independently decompose problems into algorithms, which
they make into programs. They determine when to use diﬀerent
types of control structures and data types.
Use their own algorithms to create programs with inputs, outputs,
sequence, selection using comparative and logical operators and
variables of diﬀerent data types, and iteration. Document
programs, using an organised approach for testing and debugging.
● PO6 Design, develop, document and test basic computer
programs.
●
●
●
●
●

●

PO7-8 No direct links

CHECK OUT UNIT 9
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Other VR activities
Coral reef cleanup
Playground: Coral reef
clean up

Help clean the Mangrove Reef by
collecting as much trash as you can.

Forward/Reverse Movement, Turning,
Eye Sensor, Conditionals, Operators,
Loops

Cross every number
Playground: Numbered
Grid Map

Program the VR Robot to cross oﬀ
each number from 1-100.

Loops, Drawing with the Pen

Draw a triangle with a
gyro
Playground: Art Canvas

Use the Gyro Sensor and the Pen to
draw a triangle with the VR Robot.

Drawing with the Pen, Gyro Sensor

Draw your initials
Playground: Art Canvas

Program the VR Robot to draw your
initials with the Pen.

Variables, Drawing with the Pen,
Functions

Dynamic wall maze
Playground: Dynamic
Wall Maze

Create an algorithm to navigate the
Distance Sensor, Bumper Sensors
VR Robot through multiple wall mazes Timers, Movement, Conditionals,
in this constantly changing challenge. Loops, Lists

Maximise Perimeter
Playground: Grid Map

Program the VR Robot to draw the
largest perimeter square possible on
the Grid World.

Forward/ Reverse Movement, Turning,
Drawing with the Pen

Robot dance party
Playground: Grid Map

Get the VR Robot grooving! Program
the VR Robot to turn, pivot, and spin
to create a dance move.

Forward/Reverse Movement, Turning,
Loops, Music

Robot vacuum
Playground: Art Canvas

Program the VR Robot to move like a
robotic vacuum.

Distance Sensor, Conditionals,
Operators, Loops

Secret message
Playground: Art Canvas

Use provided coordinates, the VR
Robot, and the Pen to decode a secret
message.

Location Sensor, 2D Lists, Drawing
with the Pen

Spiral drawing
Playground: Art Canvas

Create a spiral geometric drawing
using the VR Robot.

Nested Loops, Variables, Drawing with
the Pen
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